SJWF Social Distancing Guidelines for
Local Matches
General Guidelines
1. No one will shake hands or touch another person. Everyone
will remain at least 6 feet away from all other people.
(Exception: To prevent an unsafe action by a shooter)
2. All persons are encouraged to wear face masks for the protection of
themselves and others. If a person chooses not to wear a mask, they
assume an extra level of responsibility to keep distance from others.
3. For the health of everyone: Any person who is experiencing symptoms
of illness should not attend the match. We will refund you. Leave the
range immediately if symptoms manifest during the match.
4. Only one person in a shed or CONEX at a time.
5. Only one person may ride in the cab of a 4x4.
6. Only one person may be at any safety table at a time.
7. Only one squad is allowed in a shooter’s shelter.

8. Shooters should bring hand sanitizer and sanitizing wipes.
Registration and Match Construction
1. ALL Shooters must register, pay, and squad themselves on
Practiscore at least 12 hours before the start of the match.
No walk-ups. No cash or checks. Touchless registration.
2. The squads will be groups of 10 or less. We reserve the right to balance the
squads to achieve proper match flow and proper SO/RO experience.
3. Arrival time: Shooters must arrive at least one hour prior to the start of
the match. Everyone must help with set-up and tear-down. The match
will start when stage construction is complete.
4. First thing upon arrival: Report to your first stage and help with set up.
After your stage is ready, check to see if other stages need help.

Match Administration
1. When all stages are set up, report back to your first stage for the shooters meeting.
The MD will have briefed the Lead SO/RO who will brief your squad with any important
information.
2. Tape: There will be 1 roll of tape in the bucket for each shooter. SO/ROs don’t tape.
Each shooter should touch only 1 roll and keep that roll until the match is over.
Return the tape to the range bucket when you finish the last stage. Honor System. If
the tape disappears, we may run out for the next match!
3. Timers: If SO/ROs have personal timers, we ask that they use them. If not, the APG
timers will be sanitized before the match. SO/ROs should sanitize hands frequently
when trading timer duties. Bring hand sanitizer and sanitizing wipes!
4. Tablets: Scorers should sanitize hands frequently and the tablet periodically. The
scorers will be the only people who touches the tablet. When scoring is complete, the
scorer will state to the last shooter the points down and total time for IDPA. Hit factor
and time for USPSA. Steel Challenge will state the total time. If there is no protest by
the shooter, the scorer will approve. Keep your distance!
5. Paint Cans: For Steel Challenge, three shooters should be assigned as “primary
painters”. Remaining shooters are “brass pickers”. Try to use the same paint can each
time. To save extra “can touching” and paint, repaint the targets after every 3rd shooter.
Leave the cans out in sunlight between uses. It helps kill the virus.

Match Teardown
1. On the last stage: The first shooter should be a person who is capable of driving with
the wall trailer or the stands & props utility trailer. When the first shooter finishes
shooting his stage, he should be reminded to return his roll of tape and be dismissed to
prepare for teardown. The first shooter retrieves the trailers and wrecking bars to
prepare for teardown.
2. On the last stage, when the last shooter is called to the line, all shooters should be
reminded to return their roll of tape to the bucket.
3. When the last shooter is finished, teardown begins. Lead SO/ROs please collect the
tape, timer. tablet, and paint. Place them in your squad bucket, and return the bucket
to Picnic Shelter #2.
4. Shooters: Please follow the equipment back to the storage area and help with the
final unloading and storing away.

Thank you for following these extra precautions which will allow us to
keep enjoying the sports we love during these challenging times.

